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HEP ML Lab
An end-to-end framework for machine learning application in 
high energy physics
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Reproduction problems

• A large amount of work explores the 
performance improvement brought by 
machine learning methods. Results are 
promising for the new physics search.


• However the lack of source codes 
makes it quite difficult to reproduce 
the results.


• If they are generated under different 
conditions, at what extent we can 
say that new methods are truly 
powerful and worth to try in broader 
subjects?

Introduction
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Control from end to end

• HEP ML Lab (HML) stands for high 
energy physics and machine learning.


• An end-to-end framework for applying 
machine learning into HEP studies.


• Simplify the data flow: easier to 
manage and track different data.


• Unify programming style across all 
stages: objected-oriented and Keras.


• All makes the results more reliable and 
reproducible.

Introduction
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Introduction
Comparison with others

• Data: data generation and/or dataset interface support.


• Model: machine learning models and/or other methods.

Name Data Model Style Highlight

hep_ml No Yes sklearn Low correlation, theano-based, sklearn compatible 

weaver Yes Yes CLI + config Support many dataset formats, config for all

JetNet Yes No custom Three datasets, generative evaluation metrics

pd4ml Yes Yes modified Keras Five datasets, model templates

MLAnalysis Yes Yes custom LHE/LHCO data, three ML algorithms

mapyde Yes No CLI + TUI + config Madgraph5 workflow, for a specific problem

madminer Yes Yes custom Madgraph5 workflow, for a specific problem

hep-ml-lab Yes Yes Keras Madgraph5 workflow, not specific for one problem
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https://github.com/arogozhnikov/hep_ml
https://github.com/hqucms/weaver-core
https://github.com/jet-net/JetNet
https://github.com/erum-data-idt/pd4ml
https://github.com/NBAlexis/MLAnalysis
https://github.com/scipp-atlas/mapyde
https://github.com/madminer-tool/madminer
https://github.com/Star9daisy/hep-ml-lab


Comparison with others

• HEP ML Lab emphasizes:


• data control from the very 
beginning, event generator.


• concise and consistent 
training style of Keras 


👉 Keras announces to be a 
multi-backend wrapper, bringing 
more possibility for the future.

Introduction
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Generate events

• Let’s first generate some events


• Z boson to dijet as signal.


• QCD jets as background.


• "generate events" and "add 
process" are "processes" now.


• "output", "launch" as usual.


• Check info after finishing a run.

Quick start
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Generate events

• Most parameters are moved into 
initialization so that launch starts 
generation immediately.


• Info is extracted from 
print_results command of 
MadEvents.


• Change settings and launch your 
next run. Get summary of all runs 
via summary method.

Quick start

print_results itself has bugs
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Create datasets

• Generator produces events in 
"raw" format.


• Data then is transformed into 
proper representation.


• Finally, combine data and labels 
into a dataset.

Quick start
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Create datasets

• Set: 1D (N x F)


• Use a set of observables to 
represent an event or a jet.


• Image: 3D (N x H x W x C)


• Project particles onto a 2D 
plane.


• Graph: 2D (N x P x F)


• Record particles' features.

Quick start
[1709.04464] Jet Substructure at the Large Hadron Collider: 

A Review of Recent Advances in Theory and Machine Learning
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Create datasets

• MG5Run links a launched run 
and resolve it to get info.


• We declare a set as defined: a 
set of Observable.


• Instead of indexing physics 
objects directly in event loop, 
short names like "Jet1" are used 
to find specific objects.

Quick start
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Create datasets

• Loop over events to fill the data 
and targets.


• This step aims to inject 
preselection to all events.


• To avoid time-consuming event 
loop, we're about to change 
backend from PyROOT to 
Uproot in later release.

Quick start
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Create datasets

• Complete the dataset with other 
information.


• Dataset is saved into two parts


• metadata: Re-init a Dataset 
object.


• dataset: Dataset value itself.

Quick start
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Quick start
Apply methods

• Designed to contain three kinds of 
methods:


• cut and count


• tree


• neural networks

[2108.03125] Beyond Cuts in Small Signal Scenarios

[2206.09645] Boosted decision trees
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[1709.04464] Jet Substructure at the Large Hadron Collider



Apply methods

Method is the minimum wrapper of Keras Model.

Quick start
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Apply methods

• Load dataset from previous 
saved location.


• Split train & test sets with fixed 
random seed.


• One-hot encoded label to enable 
following Metrics.

Quick start
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Quick start
Apply methods

• MaxSignificance calculates the maximum significance under uniform distributed 
thresholds.





• RejectionAtEfficiency ( ) calculates the background rejection at 
a given signal efficiency.

significance = 2 ((S + B)ln (1 +
S
B ) − S)

1/εb at εs = 50 %
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Apply methods

• Follow the training workflow


• Initialize methods to define 
their structure respectively.


• Compile each to determine 
how to improve itself and 
monitor performance.


• Fit methods' weights on 
dataset.

Quick start
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Apply methods

• Similar training histories. They can be retrieved by returned value of fit.

Quick start
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Quick start
Apply methods

• Evaluate methods using metrics defined in compile methods. Could also compile 
once again to use other metrics.


• Later more metrics will be added to complete benchmark.
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Future
Roadmap

• 0.2.x 


• Add random seed, batch run, auto tag


• Change backend from PyROOT to Uproot


• 0.3.x 


• Support loading data from Zenodo, Hugging Face, GitHub, kaggle


• Support image and graph representation and ToyCNN, ToyGNN to test


• 0.4.x protocol to keras
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Future
Contribution

• HEP ML Lab itself contributes to Scikit-HEP.


• Based on core packages of this community.


• Support the principle of minimum dependency.


• We also welcome contributions from community.


• Make your work reproducible more and more.


• Currently, we are refactoring our work: [2303.15920] Probing Heavy Neutrinos at 
the LHC from Fat-jet using Machine Learning.

Thank YOU!
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